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While Climate Change is global, most climate action will take place at the local level. Before diving deeper 
into the application of NbS at the urban level, through this interactive workshop we want to highlight 
possible capacity building pathways for urban local bodies to continuously deal with the dynamic 
challenges that are likely to manifest due to climate change. 

Across functional areas and geographic settings, there is tremendous opportunity in leveraging systems-
based management innovations that have been emerging globally. The Enterprise Evolution program 
helps municipalities build the capabilities they will need to more effectively adapt to accelerating change 
and increasingly complex external conditions. In recent years, a wide range of systems-based management 
knowledge, methods and tools have been developed to address different aspects of the three strategic 
management functions (strategic planning, performance management, stakeholder engagement) at the 
local level. In this session, we will explore the enterprise evolution and how it can help in the application 
and mainstreaming of NbS in urban areas.
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In this interactive session, we aim to highlight ways to apply Enterprise Evolution in practice, which can  
be tailored to match each municipality’s unique profile, challenges, needs, and priorities, in the context of 
development pathways including the Nature-based solutions development pathway.

This session is designed around the capacity building at the local level to facilitate innovation and  
transformative climate action. 

Time Slot Activity Who

BONN HANOI

16:00 –16:03 21:00 – 21:03 Opening remarks Himanshu Shekhar, UNU-EHS

16:03 –16:10 21:03 – 21:10 Workshop introduction Pourya Salehi, ICLEI

16:10 –16:20 21:10 – 21:20 Tools and activities Randy Sa’d, Executive Director, REFOCUS & the Flourishing 
 Enterprise Institute (FEI)

16:20 –16:45 21:20 – 21:45 Interactive workshop Pourya and Randy

16:45 –16:55 21:45 – 21:55 Workshop insights and 
conclusion Pourya and Randy

16:55 –17:00 21:55 – 22:00 Concluding remarks Himanshu Shekhar, UNU-EHS

For further information email us at ca21@ehs.unu.edu
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